
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The Limits to the Freedom of Expression 
 
By Decision No. Up-407/14, dated 14 December 2016 (Official Gazette RS, 
No. 2/17), the Constitutional Court decided on two constitutional complaints 
that the complainant, the company MLADINA, filed against two judgments of 
the Higher Court and the Supreme Court that were issued in a lawsuit in which 
the plaintiff Branko Grims alleged an interference with his personality rights. In 
2011, in Issue No. 9 of the weekly Mladina, in the satirical section Mladinamit, 
the complainant namely published an article with the title, in Slovene, “Not 
Every Dr G. is Dr Goebbels.” In the article, a photograph of the family of the 
plaintiff was published, and beside it a photograph of the German Nazi 
politician and Minister of Propaganda Joseph Goebbels with his family. In an 
editorial of the same issue and in three articles in the next issue of the 
magazine, the complainant compared the methods of political propaganda of 
the two politicians and explained in more detail the reasons for publishing the 
disputed photographs. The plaintiff demanded, by an action, that an apology 
and the judgment be published in the weekly Mladina, as well as 
compensation for non-material damage. The court of first instance dismissed 
both the plaintiff’s claim for the payment of compensation as well as the 
demand that the defendant, i.e. the complainant before the Constitutional 
Court, publish the judgment in the weekly Mladina and apologise to the plaintiff 
and his three children. The Higher Court granted the plaintiff’s appeal and 
partly modified the judgment of the first instance, namely, it required the 
complainant to publish, within fifteen days, the judgment in the weekly Mladina 
and, concurrently when the judgment is published, to apologise to the plaintiff 
in the same issue of the weekly. The complainant submitted a motion to file an 
appeal before the Supreme Court against the judgment of the second 
instance, which the Supreme Court partially granted, but it subsequently 
dismissed the appeal. 
 
In the case at issue, the publication of the text articles in the weekly Mladina 
was not disputable (i.e. neither the editorial that was published in the same 
issue as the disputed comparison of the photographs nor the three text articles 
published in the following issue of the weekly Mladina). There was also no 
dispute between the complainant and the plaintiff regarding whether the 
publication of the photograph of the plaintiff’s family in the weekly Mladina is in 
itself admissible. For the plaintiff, the matter of dispute was merely the 
simultaneous publication of the photograph of his family and the photograph of 
the family of Joseph Goebbels, and the consequent visual comparison of the 
two families in the complainant’s satirical section Mladinamit. The Higher Court 
and the Supreme Court assessed the issue of the admissibility of the 



  
published comparison of the photographs of the plaintiff’s family 
and of the Goebbels family differently than the court of first instance. 
Therefore, the assessment of the Constitutional Court was focused on the 
decisions of the Higher Court and the Supreme Court on the inadmissibility of 
the publication of the disputed comparison of the photographs, with regard to 
which the court imposed a civil sanction on the complainant, namely the duty 
to publish the judgment and an apology to the plaintiff in the weekly Mladina. 
The Constitutional Court assessed the admissibility of the positions on which 
the challenged judgments of the Higher Court and the Supreme Court were 
based from the viewpoint of the complainant’s freedom of expression, which is 
protected by the first paragraph of Article 39 of the Constitution. In its 
assessment, it took into consideration both the criteria adopted in its hitherto 
constitutional case law and the criteria that the European Court of Human 
Rights applies in cases of such kind. 
 
The Constitutional Court underlined the starting point of its assessment, 
namely that the publication of a photograph can entail a much more severe 
interference with the personality rights of the affected person than a text 
article. Therefore, the position of the courts that the balancing of the conflicting 
rights relating to the published photographs must be carried out separately is 
not disputable from either the constitutional or Convention-based perspective 
of the protection of freedom of expression. The requirement to carry out a 
separate balancing of conflicting rights with regard to the publication of the 
photographs does not entail that the court, when separately assessing the 
admissibility of the publication of the text article and of the publication of the 
photograph, does so with no regard for the context in which each of them was 
published. In the assessment of the Constitutional Court, the position of the 
courts in accordance with which photographs have a much greater 
documentary and communication power is not constitutionally disputable; this 
position entails that precisely due to the open nature of the content of 
communication by a non-textual means of communication journalists must act 
in a particularly sensitive and responsible manner when publishing such 
material. 
 
Among the important constitutional circumstances considered by the 
Constitutional Court that affected the balancing in the case at issue was the 
fact that in the photograph the plaintiff is also (even primarily) in the role of the 
father of a family. Also the plaintiff as a politician must be recognised and 
enabled judicial protection against inadmissible interferences with his honour 
and reputation, in particular when he is protecting the reputation of his family 
as a family member. Despite the fact that the plaintiff has to be willing to be 
subject to very harsh and provocative criticisms of himself as a politician, he 
must be recognised legal protection from unjustified interferences that extend 
to family members. Such a situation also exists in the case at issue, where the 
criticism, i.e. the publication of a satirical article, also extended to his family 
members. Despite the starting point that a satirical style of expressing opinions 
and criticisms enjoys broader protection, the Constitutional Court assessed, by 
taking all the circumstances at issue into consideration, that the fact that the 



  
disputed comparison of photographs was positioned in a satirical section of 
the publication does not entail a factor that would tip the scales in favour of the 
complainant’s freedom of expression. 
 
The Constitutional Court established that the Higher Court and Supreme Court 
took into account both of the human rights in collision, that they did not 
disregard either of them in their assessments, that they carried out the 
balancing between the human rights in collision by taking into account the 
criteria adopted in the constitutional case law and the case law of the 
European Court of Human Rights, and that they also took into consideration all 
the constitutionally relevant circumstances. Furthermore, in the assessment of 
the Constitutional Court, they attributed each of the two rights in collision 
appropriate weight when assessing the mentioned criteria. The balancing by 
the courts led to the result that due to the publication of the family photographs 
– unlike the text articles, whose publication was never disputed – there was an 
inadmissible interference with the plaintiff’s right to the protection of one’s 
honour and reputation. The courts also appropriately and sufficiently reasoned 
such result. Considering all of the above, the Constitutional Court had no 
grounds to interfere with the challenged judgments of the Higher Court and 
Supreme Court. Therefore, it dismissed both constitutional complaints. 
  
 
 


